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Abstract
Static and dynamic properties of Bose-Einstein condensates in annular traps are investigated
by solving the many-boson Schro¨dinger equation numerically accurately using the multiconfigura-
tional time-dependent Hartree for bosons method. We concentrate on weakly-interacting bosons
exhibiting low depletion. Analysis of the mean-field position variance, which accounts for the shape
of the density only, and the many-body position variance, which incorporates a tiny amount of exci-
tations through the reduced two-particle density matrix, shows that the former behaves essentially
as a quasi-one-dimensional quantity whereas the latter as a two-dimensional quantity. This brings
another dimension to the physics of bosons in ring-shaped traps.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The realization of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) with ultra-cold atoms in magnetic
and optical traps has opened a venue for comparing theory and experiment in a well-
engineered manner [1–5]. Within theory itself, the inter-connection between mean-field and
many-body descriptions of a BEC has drawn much attention. Whereas mean-field, or, as it
is also known, Gross-Pitaevskii theory has widely been employed in earlier investigations,
there is nowadays a growing consensus of the need to often go beyond mean field. Here,
exact and appealing relations between many-body and mean-field theories of a BEC can be
made in the so-called infinite-particle limit (the infinite-particle limit is defined such that
the interaction parameter, i.e., the product of the interaction strength times the number of
particles N , is kept fixed for increasing number of particles) [6–11]. Explicitly, the energy
per particle, E
N
, and density per particle, ρ(r)
N
, of the BEC computed at the many-body and
mean-field levels of theory for N →∞ are equal. Moreover, the BEC is 100% condensed, a
result obtained for any finite-order reduced density matrix.
Even then, there are correlations embedded within a BEC. Indeed, the variance of a one-
body operator, like the position operator, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
= 1
N
(
〈Xˆ2〉 − 〈Xˆ〉2
)
with Xˆ =
∑N
j=1 xˆj ,
where xˆj is the position of the jth particle, can extract such correlations [12, 13]. The reason
lies in the excitation of as little as a fraction of a particle outside the condensed mode, which
then interacts with the macroscopic number of particles in the condensed mode. Formally,
in the evaluation of the variance of one-particle operators two-particle operators contribute,
Xˆ2 =
∑N
j=1 xˆ
2
j+
∑N
k>j=1 2xˆj xˆk. This is an intriguing result, especially since both the reduced
one- and two-particle density matrices are 100% condensed at the infinite-particle limit.
In practice, one finds a difference when the variance is computed at the many-body and
mean-field levels, and can investigate how this difference is associated with correlations
in BECs. A broader facet to be mentioned is the relation between the many-body and
mean-field wavefunctions themselves. In [14], it has been shown that the overlap of the
many-body and mean-field wavefunctions can become (much) smaller than 1. In turn, even
at the infinite-particle limit the many-body wavefunction is extremely complex and very
different from the mean-field one and this is caused by the very few bosons outside the
condensed mode [11]. When the variance is computed at the mean-field level, i.e., from the
mean-field wavefunction, it directly relates to the shape or size of the density. When the
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variance is computed from the many-body wavefunction it incorporates correlations, and
can be associated with an effective ‘many-body’ shape or size of the BEC. This opens a
door for studying the relation between the shape of a BEC (given by its density) and the
correlations within a BEC embedded in its many-body variance.
The difference between the many-body variance and the shape of a BEC depends on the
strength of the interaction between bosons, the geometry of the trap holding the bosons, and
the observable under investigation, e.g., the position, momentum, or angular momentum
[12, 13, 15]. In dynamical scenarios, it also depends on time. For instance, a repulsive
interaction between bosons leads to a broader density, whereas the many-body variance is
actually smaller. This result holds for the ground state as well as for the time-dependent
many-body variance in an interaction-quench scenario. Since the density and many-body
variance of a BEC can behave in an opposite manner, the question what does happen in
traps of different topologies becomes interesting. Here, it has recently been shown that the
density and many-body variance in an anisotropic trap can exhibit opposite anisotropies,
i.e., if the density along the y direction is wider than along the x direction, then the many-
body variance along the y direction is smaller than along the x direction [16]. On the
applications side, the many-body variance of BECs can be used as a sensitive diagnostic
tool, for excitations of BECs [17] (also see [18]), for analyzing the impact of the range of
interaction [19], and for assessing convergence of numerical simulations [20, 21].
So far, the connection between the many-body variance and shape of a BEC was inves-
tigated in simply-connected traps. In this work we consider a non-simply-connected trap, a
ring in two spatial dimensions, or, simply, an annulus, and study the properties of interact-
ing bosons loaded in it. The focus of investigations is the many-body variance, but we also
discuss for our needs the energy and depletion in the system. Both statics and dynamics in
the annulus are investigated. Bosons in rings and annuli have drawn much attention [22–43]
in one-, two-, and three-dimensional setups. Another non-simply-connected geometry of
interest is hollow BECs in three spatial dimensions which were studied too [44–46].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present the physical system and the
theoretical tools employed to study and analyze its properties. In Sec. III we disseminate the
results for the ground state (Subsec. IIIA), the dynamics (Subsec. III B), and for systems
made of larger numbers of particles (Subsec. IIIC). Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.
Finally, Appendix A discusses the behavior of the many-particle momentum variance.
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II. SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY
We consider the many-particle Schro¨dinger equation in two spatial dimensions for the
ground state, Hˆ(r1, . . . , rN)Φ(r1, . . . , rN) = EΦ(r1, . . . , rN), and out-of-equilibrium dy-
namics, Hˆ(r1, . . . , rN)Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ; t) = i
∂Ψ(r1,...,rN ;t)
∂t
. The many-body Hamiltonian is
Hˆ(r1, . . . , rN) =
∑N
j=1
[
−1
2
∂2
∂r2j
+ Vˆ (rj)
]
+
∑
j<k λ0Wˆ (rj − rk). From the wavefunction
Φ(r1, . . . , rN), assumed to be normalized to 1, the reduced one-particle density matrix
ρ(r, r′) = N
∫
dr2 · · · drNΦ(r, r2, . . . , rN)Ψ
∗(r′, r2, . . . , rN) =
∑
j njφj(r)φ
∗
j(r
′) and reduced
two-particle density matrix ρ(r1, r2, r
′
1, r
′
2) = N(N − 1)
∫
dr3 · · ·drNΨ(r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN)
Ψ∗(r′1, r
′
2, r3, . . . , rN) are defined, and analogously for the dynamics as a function of t. The
one-particle density, or, simply, the density is the diagonal ρ(r) = ρ(r, r′), and the diagonal-
ization of ρ(r, r′) defines the natural orbitals {φj(r)} and occupation numbers {nj}. From
the latter, the number of depleted particles is given by
∑
j>1 nj = N − n1.
The trap potential is given by Vˆ (r) = 0.05r4 + V0e
−
r
2
2 , with a barrier of heights V0 = 5,
10, 50, and 100 throughout this work. The trap is radial and anharmonic, and the central
barrier is a Gaussian. The shape of the trapping potential is that of an annulus. As the
height V0 of the barrier is increased, the radius of the annulus increases and its thickness
decreases, see Fig. 1 and discussion below. The interaction between bosons is repulsive and
taken to be λ0W (r − r
′) = λ0e
−
(r−r′)2
2 , i.e., λ0 > 0 throughout this work. We focus in the
present work on weak repulsion which leads to a small amount of depletion of the bosons,
see Fig. 2 and discussion below. The shape and range of the interaction do not have a
qualitative influence on the physics to be described hereafter.
We employ the multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree for bosons (MCTDHB)
method [47, 48]. MCTDHB uses for the wavefunction a variationally optimal ansatz which
is a linear-combination of all permanents generated by distributing the N bosons over M
time-adaptive orbitals. As the number of such orbitals is increased, convergence of quantities
with M in obtained. These concepts have been well documented and discussed in the liter-
ature, and we therefore keep the presentation here concise. For applications, benchmarks,
and extensions see [49–74]. We use the numerical implementation [75, 76] in imaginary time
for the ground state [77] and real time for the dynamics. Finally, it should be mentioned
that MCTDHB is the bosonic variant of the highly-efficient distinguishable-particle multi-
configurational time-dependent Hartree method amply used in molecular physics [78–84].
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For the numerical solution we use a grid of 642 points in a box of size [−8, 8)× [−8,−8)
with periodic boundary conditions. Convergence of the results with the number of grid
points has been checked using a grid of 1282 points. The dense grid of 2562 points used in
the computations of the densities in Fig. 1 is for the accurate determination of the radius of
the density at its peak.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first study static and dynamic properties of a finite system made of N = 10 bosons in
Subsecs. IIIA and IIIB, respectively, on the basis of which we proceed to investigate larger
systems in Subsec. IIIC. We point out that in all studied cases the bosons are essentially
or mostly condensed.
A. Statics
Fig. 1 shows the ground-state density per particle, ρ(r)
N
, of N = 10 bosons for the four
annular traps of growing size generated from the barrier heights V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100. The
radius of the density at its maximal value, R, is determined numerically using a computation
with a resolution of 2562 grid points as (a) R = 1.75(0), (b) R = 2.06(2), (c) R = 2.62(5),
and (d) R = 2.87(5).
Fig. 2 depicts the energy per particle E
N
, total number of depleted particles N − n1,
and the many-body position variance per particle, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
=
∫
dr
ρ(r)
N
x2 − N
[∫
dr
ρ(r)
N
x
]2
+
∫
dr1dr2
ρ(2)(r1,r2,r1,r2)
N
x1x2, of theN = 10 bosons for the three interaction strengths λ0 = 0.02,
0.04, and 0.08, for the four barrier heights V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100, (i.e., the four annular
traps with sizes R).
The energy plotted in the upper row of Fig. 2 increases with the annulus size R. This is
because the one-body potential of the barrier which pushes up the baseline of the energy as
V0 is increased. Otherwise, the energy would have decreased for annuli of growing radius.
Importantly, for a given annulus the energy has little dependence on λ0 for such weak
interaction strengths. Furthermore, E
N
at the mean-field level of theory, i.e., M = 1 self-
consistent orbitals, and at the many-body level of theory, i.e., M = 3, 6, 10, and 15 self-
consistent orbitals, are essentially the same, indicating that the systems are well within their
5
FIG. 1. Ground-state density per particle, ρ(r)
N
, of N = 10 bosons in a two-dimensional annulus of
barrier heights (a) V0 = 5, (b) V0 = 10, (c) V0 = 50, and (d) V0 = 100. The interaction strength is
λ0 = 0.02 and the number of self-consistent orbitals used is M = 10. The radius of the density at
its maximal value, R, is determined numerically as (a) R = 1.75, (b) R = 2.06, (c) R = 2.62, and
(d) R = 2.87. See the text for more details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.
mean-field regime. For instance, for the smallest V0 = 5 annulus and weakest interaction
λ0 = 0.02,
E
N
= 2.45107 (M = 1) and E
N
= 2.45085 (M = 10), and for the largest V0 = 100
annulus and strongest interaction λ0 = 0.08,
E
N
= 7.10565 (M = 1) and E
N
= 7.10147
(M = 10).
The total number of depleted particles depicted in the middle row of Fig. 2 increases
with the annulus size for a given interaction strength, indicating that the gap between the
ground state and first excited one-particle states decreases with R. Of course, the depletion
increases with λ0 for a given annulus. Overall, the depletion out of N = 10 bosons is small,
ranging from less than 1
100
-th of a particle (i.e., 0.1%) for the smallest annulus and weakest
interaction, to less than 0.3 of a particle (i.e., 3%) for the largest annulus and strongest
6
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FIG. 2. Ground-state properties as a function of the barrier height V0 and interaction strength
λ0. Energy per particle,
E
N
[top row, panels (a), (b), and (c)], total number of depleted particles,
N − n1 [middle row, panels (d), (e), and (f)], and many-particle position variance per particle,
1
N
∆2
Xˆ
[lower row, panels (g), (h), and (i)]. The number of bosons is N = 10. The barrier heights
are V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100. The interaction strengths are λ0 = 0.02 [left column, panels (a), (d),
and (g)], λ0 = 0.04 [middle column, panels (b), (e), and (h)], and λ0 = 0.08 [right column, panels
(c), (f), and (i)]. Actual data are marked by symbols, the continuous curves are to guide the eye
only. See the text for more details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.
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interaction.
The many-particle position variance per particle, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
, is shown in the lower row of
Fig. 2 as a function of the barrier height and for the three interaction strengths. There are
several features that immediately pop out. First, there is a difference between the mean-field
and many-body quantities. The many-body variance is always smaller than the mean-field
one, as is expected from repulsive bosons [12]. Second, the mean-field variance is almost
independent of the interaction strength for a given annulus, much like the energy discussed
above. On the other hand, the many-body variance decreases with the repulsion strength for
a given annulus, in accordance with the increase of the depletion analyzed above. Combining
these three observations, we see that the difference between the many-body and mean-field
variances increases with the annulus size and with the repulsion strength.
It is instructive to analyze the position variance at the mean-level of theory, and discuss
its connection with the size of the bosonic density. Given the ground-state Gross-Pitaevskii
solution φGP (r), one has
ρ(r)
N
= |φGP (r)|
2 and ρ
(2)(r1,r2,r1,r2)
N
= (N − 1)|φGP (r1)|
2|φGP (r2)|
2,
leading to 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
=
∫
dr|φGP (r)|
2x2 −
[∫
dr|φGP (r)|
2x
]2
. Thus, at the mean-field level the
position variance is determined only by the shape of the density, ρ(r) = N |φGP (r)|
2.
Let us consider then delta-function ring densities, ρ(r) = N
2piR
δ(r − R), where R are
the above determined radii. This would give us an estimate for the mean-field position
variance in the limit of a narrow annulus of radius R. A straightforward calculation in polar
coordinates, x = r cos(ϕ), gives 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
=
∫
1
2piR
δ(r − R)r2 cos2(ϕ)rdrdϕ = R
2
2
. Plugging in
the above radii, one finds (to two significant digits after the dot without rounding) 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
=
1.53, 2.12, 3.44, 4.13. Comparing to the mean-field results (for λ = 0.02), see Fig. 2g, we
have 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
= 1.87, 2.45, 3.78, 4.37. The numerical mean-field values are somewhat larger
than the analytical analysis where the respective differences are about the same and equal
∼ 0.3. The analytical analysis of a delta-function ring density underestimates the mean-field
variance, because the density in the annulus does have a finite radial width, and radii larger
than R contribute to the variance integral more than radii smaller than R.
B. Dynamics
The properties of the ground-state discussed above tell us that the energy weakly depends
on the interaction, and that the mean-field variance which accounts for the shape of the
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FIG. 3. Variance breathing dynamics following a two-fold interaction quench. The mean-field
(M = 1 time-adaptive orbitals) and many-body (M = 3, 6, 10, and 15 time-adaptive orbitals)
position variances per particle, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
(t), of N = 10 bosons in the annuli with barrier heights (a)
V0 = 5, (b) V0 = 10, (c) V0 = 50, and (d) V0 = 100 following an interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02
to λ0 = 0.04. The respective depletions are plotted in Fig. 5. See the text for more details. The
quantities shown are dimensionless.
density also weakly depends on the interaction. On the other hand, the small amount of
depletion pronouncedly depends on the interaction and this, in turn, leads to large deviations
of the many-body variance from the mean-field variance. Recall that the center of mass is
at the origin (〈Xˆ〉 = 0). The values of the many-body position variance become (much)
smaller than the radius or size of the annulus. At the many-body level, the fluctuations in
the positions of the bosons ‘live’ in the wide regime inside the annulus, not on the narrow
annulus itself. This suggests that, geometrically, the mean-field and many-body variances
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FIG. 4. Variance breathing dynamics following a four-fold interaction quench. The mean-field
(M = 1 time-adaptive orbitals) and many-body (M = 3, 6, 10, and 15 time-adaptive orbitals)
position variances per particle, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
(t), of N = 10 bosons in the annuli with barrier heights (a)
V0 = 5, (b) V0 = 10, (c) V0 = 50, and (d) V0 = 100 following an interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02
to λ0 = 0.08. The respective depletions are plotted in Fig. 5. See the text for more details. The
quantities shown are dimensionless.
behave in a different manner and effectively exhibit different dimensionalities.
To get a more pronounced effect, and a microscopic explanation, we proceed to dynamics.
More precisely, we quench the interaction and monitor the time-evolution of the variance
and the depletion. The results and their analysis will tell as more on the dimensionality of
the variance and the participating excitations governing the effect.
Fig. 3 records the time-dependent many-body variance per particle of N = 10 bosons
in the different annuli for a two-fold interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04 and,
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similarly, Fig. 4 displays the results for a four-fold interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 =
0.08. Fig. 5 collects the total number of depleted particles in all the above quench dynamics.
There are three major differences between the mean-field and many-body variances which are
the respective time-dependent values, the amplitudes of oscillations, and their frequencies.
The energy pumped into the system as a result of the interaction quench is not much.
For the smallest V0 = 5 annulus and the two-fold quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04 the
energy per particle at the mean-field (M = 1) and mean-body (M = 10) levels increases
from E
N
= 2.45107 to 2.46863 and from E
N
= 2.45085 to 2.46801, respectively. For the largest
V0 = 100 annulus and the four-fold quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.08 the energy per
particle at theM = 1 andM = 10 levels of theory increases, respectively, from E
N
= 7.07186
to 7.10565 and from E
N
= 7.07146 to 7.10313.
Let us examine the behavior of the variance, first at the mean-field level. Upon quenching
the interaction, the density performs breathing oscillations starting from its ground-state
value ( 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
= 1.87, 2.45, 3.78, and 4.37 for V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100, respectively). The
amplitude of oscillations is very small, see the blue curves in Figs. 3 and 4. Furthermore,
the amplitude of these small density oscillations further reduces when the barrier height is
increased. This is since the annulus becomes narrower when its size increases. For the largest
annulus the density oscillations starting from 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
= 4.37 are hardly visible, see Figs. 3d
and 4d. Corroborating the above is the frequency of the small-amplitude oscillations which
mildly increases with the barrier height, signifying that the annulus is becoming narrower
with increasing size. Finally, comparing the two-fold and four-fold quenches in Figs. 3
and 4, respectively, we see that the latter hardly increases the small-amplitude oscillations
and, similarly, only slightly increases their frequency originating from the radial breathing
excitation, see further discussion below.
We now turn to the many-particle position variance computed at the many-body level.
A global look at Figs. 3 and 4 shows a qualitatively different behavior of the dynamics: The
values are significantly smaller, and the amplitudes of oscillations and their frequencies are
substantially different. There is a strong dependence on the barrier height V0 and on whether
the two-fold or the four-fold interaction quench is performed. Explicitly, the time-dependent
values of the variance can become less than 50% from their initial values, see Fig. 4c and 4d.
Accordingly, the amplitude of oscillations becomes larger than 50%. These observation serve
to identify and classify the many-body position variance as a two-dimensional quantity. The
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FIG. 5. Depletion breathing dynamics following interaction quenches. The total number of depleted
particles, N − n1, of N = 10 bosons following an interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04
[left column, panels (a), (b), (c), and (d)] and from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.08 [right column, panels (e),
(f), (g), and (h)]. The upper row [panels (a) and (e)] is for the annulus with barrier height V0 = 5,
the second row [panels (b) and (f)] for V0 = 10, the third row [panels (c) and (g)] for V0 = 50, and
the lower row [panels (d) and (h)] is for V0 = 100. M = 3, 6, 10, and 15 time-adaptive orbitals are
used. The respective variances are plotted for the two-fold interaction quench in Fig. 3 and the
four-fold quench in Fig. 4. See the text for more details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.12
frequency of oscillations shed further light on their origin. Examining the dynamics in the
four annuli sizes and both interaction quenches, one learns that the frequency of oscillations
strongly decreases with the annulus size, and mildly increases with the interaction-quench
strength. These suggest that angular excitations are involved, that is a transfer of two
bosons from the zero angular-momentum (highest-occupied) natural orbital φ1(r) = f(r) to
a plus–and–minus unit angular-momentum (nearly unoccupied) degenerate natural orbitals
φ2(r) = g(r)e
+iϕ and φ3(r) = g(r)e
−iϕ [f(r) and g(r) are radial functions which generally
are not identical]. Indeed, such angular excitations in a ring-shaped trap decrease with the
radius square and increase with the interaction strength. For instance, the frequency of
oscillations increases by slightly more than twice from the V0 = 5 to V0 = 50 annuli, see
Figs. 3a,c and 4a,c. This is in accordance with the ratio of the above respective radii R
squares, 2.62(5)
2
1.75(0)2
= 6.89
3.06
= 2.25.
Finally, to show that the angular excitations indeed contribute to the position vari-
ance, we resort to its expression in terms of the natural orbitals, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
=
∫
dr
ρ(r)
N
x2 −
N
[∫
dr
ρ(r)
N
x
]2
+
∑
jpkq
ρ
(2)
jpkq
N
∫
dr1dr2φ
∗
j(r1)φ
∗
p(r2)x1x2φk(r1)φq(r2), where ρ
(2)(r1, r2, r
′
1, r
′
2) =∑
jpkq ρ
(2)
jpkqφ
∗
j(r
′
1)φ
∗
p(r
′
2)φk(r1)φq(r2). Transforming the last integral to polar coordinates, one
readily obtains a contribution from the above-described excitation channel,
ρ
(2)
3211
N
∫
r1dr1dϕ1r2dr2dϕ2g
∗(r1)g
∗(r2)f(r1)f(r2)e
−(ϕ1−ϕ2)r1r2
1
2
[cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) + cos(ϕ1 + ϕ2)]
=
ρ
(2)
3211
N
[
pi
∫
drr2g∗(r)f(r)
]2
, which is both symmetry allowed and, as Figs. 3 and 4 de-
pict, dominant. We remind that these angular excitations are not available in the quench
dynamics within mean-field theory, but only radial excitations. This is due to the restricted
structure of the mean-field wavefunction in comparison with the many-body wavefunction.
Finally, Fig. 5 presents the time-dependent number of depleted particles of the N = 10
bosons in the annuli for the two-fold λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04 and four-fold λ0 = 0.02 to
λ0 = 0.08 interaction quenches. The frequencies of the number of depleted particles for
the four annuli sizes and the two interactions quenches, along with the amplitudes of their
oscillations, nicely matches those of the many-body variances in Figs. 3 and 4. Accordingly,
this supports the above analysis and identification of angular excitations.
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FIG. 6. Breathing dynamics following a two-fold interaction quench en route to the infinite-particle
limit. The mean-field (M = 1 time-adaptive orbitals) and many-body (M = 3 time-adaptive
orbitals) position variances per particle, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
(t), of N = 10, N = 100, and N = 1000 bosons in
the annuli with barrier heights (a) V0 = 5 and (b) V0 = 10 following a quench of the interaction
parameter from Λ = λ0(N − 1) = 0.18 to Λ = 0.36. The respective total number of depleted
particles N − n1 is plotted in panels (c) for V0 = 5 and (d) for V0 = 10. See the text for more
details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.
C. Larger systems
So far we have dealt with the properties of a rather small number of bosons, N = 10. We
see from the dynamics in Figs. 3 and 4 that, qualitatively, the many-body effect is obtained
at the level ofM = 3 time-adaptive orbitals. Yet, as the annulus size is increased along with
the barrier height, M > 3 time-adaptive orbitals are needed to quantitatively and accurately
describe the dynamics.
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For the two smaller rings, i.e., for barrier heights V0 = 5.0 and V0 = 10.0, and the two-
fold interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04, the above shows that the dynamics
with M = 3 time-adaptive orbitals is already quantitative and accurate, see Figs. 3a,b and
Figs. 5a,b. We therefore go to larger number of particles, keeping the same interaction
parameters for the quench, i.e., from Λ = λ0(N − 1) = 0.18 to Λ = 0.36. Fig. 6 collects the
results for N = 10, N = 100, and N = 1000 bosons.
We see that systems with the same interaction parameter Λ and growing number of
particles N have essentially the same time-dependent position variance. Importantly, the
substantial differences between the many-body and mean-field variances persist, see Figs. 6a
and 6b. Furthermore, the number of depleted particles is seen to converge to the same time-
dependent behavior with increasing N , see Figs. 6c and 6d. This implies the systems are
becoming more and more condensed, and eventually 100% condensed at the infinite-particle
limit. The results provide strong evidence that for ever growing numbers of particles and
at a fixed interaction parameter the dimensionality of the position variance and that of the
density (mean-field variance) can behave in a different manner, the former being a two-
dimensional quantity and the latter an essentially quasi-one-dimensional one.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we have studied the ground state and out-of-equilibrium dynamics of BECs
in two-dimensional annular traps by solving the many-boson Schro¨dinger equation numeri-
cally accurately using the MCTDHB method. We focused in the present work on weakly-
interacting BECs exhibiting small numbers of depleted particles. Examining the mean-field
position variance, which accounts for the shape of the radially-symmetric density only, and
the many-body position variance, which incorporates tiny angular excitations through the
reduced two-particle density matrix, shows that, whereas the density can behave in a quasi-
one-dimensional manner, the variance in contrast can ‘live’ in the two-dimensional plane.
The found dimensionality effect persists for larger number of bosons and the same interaction
parameter en route to the infinite-particle limit, where the bosons become 100% condensed.
This is appealing, and adds another dimension to the growing dissonance between the vari-
ance and density of a trapped BEC.
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FIG. 7. Ground-state properties as a function of the barrier height V0 and interaction strength
λ0: Many-particle momentum variance per particle,
1
N
∆2
PˆX
. The number of bosons is N = 10.
The barrier heights are V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100. The interaction strengths are (a) λ0 = 0.02, (b)
λ0 = 0.04, and (c) and λ0 = 0.08. Actual data are marked by symbols, the continuous curves are
to guide the eye only. See the text for more details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.
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Appendix A: Many-body momentum variance
We collect complementary results of the momentum variance per particle, 1
N
∆2
PˆX
(t) with
PˆX =
∑N
j=1
1
i
∂
∂xj
, in this appendix. Fig. 7 shows the statics and Fig. 8 the dynamics.
Unlike the position variance, which exhibits large differences between its many-body and
mean-field descriptions, the respective differences for the momentum variance are much
smaller. In Fig. 7 we depict the momentum variance of the ground state of N = 10 bosons
in the above four annuli with barrier heights V0 = 5, 10, 50, and 100 for the three inter-
action strengths λ0 = 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08. The curves for the mean-field and many-body
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FIG. 8. Variance breathing dynamics following a two-fold interaction quench: Many-particle mo-
mentum variance per particle, 1
N
∆2
PˆX
(t). The mean-field (M = 1 time-adaptive orbitals) and
many-body (M = 3, 6, 10, 12, 15, and 16 time-adaptive orbitals) results for N = 10 bosons in
the annuli with barrier heights (a) V0 = 5 and (b) V0 = 10 following an interaction quench from
λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04. See the text for more details. The quantities shown are dimensionless.
momentum variance of the ground state almost sit atop each other for λ0 = 0.02, see Fig. 7a,
and seen to slightly part away from each other for the stronger interactions λ0 = 0.04 and
λ0 = 0.08, see Figs. 7b and 7c. Explicitly, for the smallest V0 = 5 annulus and weakest
interaction λ0 = 0.02,
1
N
∆2
PˆX
= 0.42 (M = 1) and 1
N
∆2
PˆX
= 0.43 (M = 15), and for the
largest V0 = 100 annulus and strongest interaction λ0 = 0.08,
1
N
∆2
PˆX
= 1.01 (M = 1) and
1
N
∆2
PˆX
= 1.03 (M = 15). Further, it is seen that the momentum variance increases with the
annulus size, see Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8 we depict the time-dependent momentum variance of N = 10 bosons for the
two-fold interaction quench from λ0 = 0.02 to λ0 = 0.04 in the two smaller rings, i.e., for
barrier heights V0 = 5.0 and V0 = 10.0. Globally, and similarly to static results, Fig. 7,
the differences in absolute values between the many-body and mean-field results are only a
couple of percents. Again, this is in contrast to the corresponding time-dependent position
variances which exhibit tens of percents differences from each other. However, examining
the fine-structure differences between the many-body and mean-field quantities indicates
their origin. At the mean-field level, 1
N
∆2
PˆX
(t) performs small-amplitude, high-frequency
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oscillations. Their frequency is slightly increases and amplitude mildly decreases with the
annulus size, compare Figs. 8a and 8b. These mean-field oscillations are reminiscent of the
radial breathing oscillations of the density. At the many-body level, 1
N
∆2
PˆX
(t) also exhibits
such small-amplitude, high-frequency oscillations, but they are dressed by relatively larger-
amplitude, lower-frequency oscillations. The frequency of the latter grows with the annulus
size and their amplitude mildly decreases. These many-body oscillations reflect the angular
excitations discussed above, compare to Figs. 3a,b and Figs. 5a,b.
Recapitulating, the many-particle momentum variance, 1
N
∆2
PˆX
, of BECs in annuli does
not exhibit in momentum space analogous dimensionality effects to the many-particle posi-
tion variance, 1
N
∆2
Xˆ
, in real space, when compared at the many-body and mean-field levels.
It would be interesting to search for situations when 1
N
∆2
PˆX
does exhibit such effects.
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